Movie Quiz And Answers
kids movie trivia game - moms & munchkins - kids movie trivia game . name the 7 dwarfs in snow white
what is the name of the main red car in the movie cars? what’s the name of the famous big red dog? what type
of fish is nemo? what is the name of shrek’s princess? what is the name of the piggy bank in toy story? what is
the little mermaid’s name? what is the wood-carvers name in ... 90s movie trivia questions and answers copies. the movie was an international success and became the highest grossing film of 1998 worldwide.
quotes trivia 13. “there’s no crying in baseball.” jimmy dugan (tom hanks) in a league of their own the 1992
comedy-drama film starred geena davis, tom hanks, lori petty, and madonna. all of the actresses in the free
multiple choice printable movie quiz - cfkcdn - free multiple choice printable movie quiz 1. what animated
feature film was chosen as a 2009 golden globe winner? a. "bolt" b. "kung fu panda" c. "wall-e" 2. which movie
did tom hanks not star in? a. "apollo 13" b. "forest gump" c. "groundhog day" 3. what sport is prominent in the
movie "miracle?" a. basketball b. hockey c. football 4. a christmas movie trivia quiz - partycurrent - a
christmas movie trivia quiz enjoy this christmas movie trivia quiz and you'll start thinking about christmas
movies in a whole new way. christmas movies often contain an uplifting or traditional story related to the
season. but movies set in christmas - but not as seasonal ﬁlms - don't often get included on the top 10
christmas movie list. disney pixar movie trivia questions and answers - disney pixar movie trivia
questions and answers our fate lives within us, you only have to be brave enough to take this quiz. take this
quiz again! up to the challenge of taking more pixar quizzes? test your perfect score on one of my favorite
disney movies, it makes me wish my mum was still here! like · reply the answers to question 9 are all ...
christmas quiz for adults - cfkcdn - christmas quiz for adults answers 1. what store hosts a huge parade
every thanksgiving? macy’s 2. in the movie a christmas story, what was the dad’s “major award?”a leg lamp 3.
true or false: santa claus is a smoker. fed up film quiz - influence film club - 1. what percentage of the u.s.
adult population is obese? a. 15% b. 35% c. 55% 2. what percentage of u.s. children aged 6 to 19 are obese?
comprehension and discussion activities for the movie the ... - comprehension and discussion activities
for the movie the pianist this module has been designed to accompany the film the pianist (2002). the pianist
is based on the true story of wladyslaw szpilman, a polish jewish pianist who was very well known for his great
talent. the movie begins in 1939, when the german nazis invaded poland, and madagascar 3 movie quiz m.jumpstart - madagascar 3 movie quiz. 1. who said: “well, i say they can take the animals out of the circus,
but they can't take the animals out of the circus!” a. vitaly b. gia c. marty d. alex . 2. what is the name of the
primary antagonist in madagascar 3: europe’s most wanted? a. vitaly b. chanel dior c. chantel dubois d. king
julien . 3. welcome to 80s trivia theme night! - world tavern trivia - welcome to 80s trivia theme night!
keep in mind that to make this night special there should be some great food and drink specials and some
great 80s music playing over the sound system! we also recommend giving bonus points (20 each) to teams
that dress up in 80s costumes! now let’s get started! marvel trivia questions and answers printable marvel trivia questions and answers printable marvel & dc trivia questions and quizzes. thousands of quizzes
and quiz questions and answers about marvel & dc. it's really such a shame michael jackson never got a
chance to play spider-man.. the question about which two actors played the hulk was kinda unfairsince the
question specifically said ... health equity quiz - unnatural causes - this quiz was developed by california
newsreel, based in part on a quiz created by stephen bezruchka of the university of washington population
health forum. the concepts and ideas are explored in the documentary series unnatural causes: is inequality
making us sick?, available from california newsreel at newsreel or 1-877-811-7495. for ... general christmas
movie trivia - general christmas movie trivia christmastrivia 1. what is the name of rudolph's dad? vixon
dixon dasher donner 2. who wrote "the nightmare before christmas"? alfred hitchcock martin scorsese steven
speilberg tim burton 3. the rabbit in the magic hat in "frosty the snowman" is named: scut farkus little grinch
hocus pocus rabbit claus easy/kids star wars trivia questions - wordpress - easy/kids star wars trivia
questions what is the name of han solo’s ship? answer: millennium falcon ... general star wars trivia quiz what
were the last words spoken in the empire strikes back? ... which star wars movie was the first to be shot
entirely with high-definition cameras, without using traditional ... horse movies quiz - learn about horses horse movies quiz the quiz 1. what is the name of the horse in dreamer? a) dreamer b) soñador c) mariah’s
storm d) racer 2. in what year was the original the black stallion film released? a) 1979 b) 1980 c) 1972 d)
1991 3. what is the prequel to the black stallion called? a) before the black stallion b) baby black stallion
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